Several plasma devices to control energetic electrons produced by ultra-intense lasers are studied. Cone targets guide the lasers and electrons, and enhance the generation of energetic electrons consequently. Plasma fibers confine and guide the energetic electrons, and lead an electron beam with very small spatial spread. Plasma lenses transport and collimate the energetic electrons into a very tiny spot. Grating plasmas give out Smith-Purcell radiations. The energy concentration brought by these energetic electrons in the methods of plasma photonics is improved more than 3 magnitudes compared to the simple plane targets, and new radiation source with tunable wavelength induced by energetic electrons is available.
Introduction
Energetic electrons generated in highly intense laser plasmas interaction are rapidly evolving field of interest and have a lot of potential applications 1) -8) including fast ignition of laser fusion, laboratory astrophysics, particle accelerators, novel radiation sources, and medical therapies. The conversion efficiency of the energetic electrons from the laser energy was obtained as high as 40% in certain conditions 9) -13) . However, their beam usually expands into a spatial angle as large as 30-50°9 ) -12) . Plasma devices are specially considered as good candidates to control them. In this article, we designed and studied such devices as a reentrant cone, a cone fiber, a plasma lens, and grating plasmas. These plasma photonics devices help either enhance laser plasma interaction to generate the energetic particles more efficiently or control the energetic electrons to improve their transport. Through these devices, the energy concentration resulted from energetic electron beams was improved more than 3 magnitudes compared the simple plane targets. This holds a hope of gathering huge amount of energetic electrons into high energy density states. Such high energy-density plasma states, with huge amount of energies concentrated into a very small volume, leads a key role in the laboratory investigation of extreme states of matter, benefiting to both the planetary and stellar astrophysics and fusion energy research
Experimental results and analysis

Reentrant cone targets
In order to avoid the effect of pre-plasmas to the main laser beam in such experiments as fast ignition, we designed re-entrant cone targets as in Fig.1 . The targets consisted of a gold cone wall with a gold disk at the tip. The wall was approximately 20 μm thick and 900 μm long. The disk was approximately 30 -45 μm in inner diameter and was 7 μm thick. The laser beam was incident normal to the disk along angle of 60 o . Different colour gives the different electron number density with red as higher one. Laser axis is located at (0°, 0°) with a black cross mark. Cone wall normal is marked by a red-dashed line. Black dashed line shows the location of beam full width at half maximum. the cone axis. A sandwiched detector periodically stacked with radiochromic films (RCFs), CR-39s, and imaging plates (IPs) was arranged to observe both electron and proton angular distributions in the forward laser direction.
Two jets of electrons were emitted from the cone targets: one along the cone axis and another along cone wall normal, as shown in Fig. 2 . Compared to plane targets with jet divergence of over 40°, it is much less and was about 30°. When the open angle of the re-entrant cone became smaller, more energetic electrons were generated with higher temperature, as shown in Fig. 3 , and more energetic protons were obtained as well.
These results indicate the guidance of the re-entrant cone to the laser beams and electron beams. The cone-shaped wall acts like a "plasma mirror" to guide scattered laser light to the tip of the cone, resulting in higher laser intensity at the disk of the cone tip. Electrons generated in the interaction region are guided to the cone tip by the local electric field and magnetic field as well. Therefore the electron number and their temperature are enhanced.
When the re-entrant cone target has a taper tip, as shown in Fig. 4 , most of energetic particles including electrons, protons, and ions could not escape and have to deposit their energies in the tip region due to the very strong magnetic field and electric field. The stronger optical and x ray emissions from the tip region, compared to those from the simple re-entrant cone targets, could confirm this.
Plasma fiber targets
By assembling a solid carbon fiber to the tip disk of the re-entrant cone target (Fig. 5) , we observed the electron guidance by this tiny fiber. The carbon fiber was 5 μm in diameter and 1 mm long, extending in the forward laser direction with one end sticking to the center of the tip disk of the re-entrant cone. In experiments fibers were assembled in two directions: one along the cone axis and another at an angle of 15° from the axis. Figure 6 shows the 3.5 MeV electron beam angular distributions. The divergence is about 5°, much smaller than the 20-30° from the simple re-entrant cone targets. The peak number density of the electrons is enhanced as well, being (0.9-11) x 10 12 sr -1 as compared with 1 x 10 12 sr -1 from the simple re-entrant cone targets. The relative energy flux of the electrons in the fine fiber could be significantly higher than that in a simple plane target (by a factor of 20-30). Deflection of these high-density MeV electrons with the fine fiber is proved by tilting the fiber -the emission peak appears on the tilted fiber axis -15 o from the cone axis (Fig. 6b ). This kind guidance to the MeV electrons and the induced spontaneous transient electrostatic fields in the transport are confirmed by the proton beam angular pattern as well. In Fig.  7 the proton angular distribution shows a hollow structure at (0°, 0°) and an intense fine ring at (80°, 0°), except for the general feature in the simple cone targets where two proton jets normal to the disk and the wall are emitted. The hollow indicates no protons around the fiber axis. It is observed as well that the hollow open angle enlarges with the proton . It gives the emission from the early time of the beginning of the laser interaction (up-left corner) to the end (down-middle one), with time interval of 450ps. The black cross mark gives the location of laser spot. energy. The fine ring indicates an extremely narrow MeV proton beam emitted perpendicular to the fiber axis. Such Proton patterns are generated by the target normal sheath acceleration via the induced electric fields in the transport: those closely outside the hollow are from the rear surface of the disk at the cone tip, while those forming the fine ring are from the fiber surface. A three-step picture can describe the induce process of the electrostatic fields in the electron transport and their effects to the protons. First, the generated MeV electrons travel to the rear surfaces of the cone target, creating an electrostatic field normal to the surfaces. This electric field then accelerates protons in two directions: the normal of the cone-shaped wall and the normal of the disk at the cone tip, resulting in a general feature in the simple cone target -two proton jets. Next, the electrons heat the fiber, turn it into plasmas, and propagate through this plasma fiber, which has a high conductivity and acts as a channel for them. An electric field is thus induced at the fiber surface and along the radius. The plasma fiber, in conjunction with this self generated radial electric field, guides the electrons, in a manner akin to that of light guiding in an optical fiber. This electric field also accelerates the protons on the fiber surface in the radial direction, forming the fine ring at the large angle perpendicular to the fiber axis. Finally, the fiber expands at a very high speed vertically to its axis due to the fast heating by the energy deposition of the guided electrons. This expansion makes the radial electric field spatially spread over the radius of the fiber. When the protons generated from the disk pass by the fiber, they have to penetrate through this expanded fiber plasma and are thus deflected outwards along the radius by the radial electric field, forming such a hollow structure with no protons near the fiber axis.
When a solid fiber was attached to a plane target (Fig. 8a) , this kind of guidance with energetic electrons transport through the tiny fiber was observed as well, as shown in Fig.  8c . The emitted optical lights from the fiber gave another indication to the fiber plasmas and their guidance to the energetic electrons, shown as in Fig. 8b . Such emissions were resulted from the energy deposition in the guidance.
Plasma lens
A specific shaped plasma shown in Fig. 9 can control the energetic electron beam transport and focalize them into a very tiny spot. This plasma has a density gradient along the radial direction of the spherical surface, formed by illuminating a laser beam on the rear surface. On one hand, it exempts energetic electrons, generated at the front surface in the intense laser plasma interaction, from the effect of sheath potential on the rear surface existing in the case of simple plane targets without shaped plasmas, leading to a free penetration across the interface into the shaped plasmas. On the other hand, when passing through this shaped plasma, the energetic electron beams tend to transport along the gradient, leading to a focalization to the virtual curvature center. Two-dimensional (2D) PIC simulation indicates the energetic electron focalization process. At the early stage (Fig. 10a) , energetic electrons transport across the interface between the solid target and the shaped plasmas in the rear surface, keeping their initial momentum inherently from the laser-solid interaction. Later on (Fig. 10b) , energetic electrons are affected by the shaped plasmas, and focalized into a tiny spot with a diameter of about 20λ at around 170λ consequently. In this case, the energy concentration brought by these energetic electrons could be improved more than 3 magnitudes compared to the simple plane targets.
Experimental angular distributions of energetic electrons of energies over 0.4MeV indicate the collimation by the shaped plasmas as well. In the case of Al foil target (Fig. 11a) , the beam shows an angular spread as large as 45 o , and a direction along the laser axis with shot-to-shot fluctuations. In the case of the targets with shaped plasmas (Fig. 11b) , the beams Fiber Fiber appear a rather small angular spread of less than 20°, indicating a focalization effect by the shaped plasmas. The main part of the beam, with a high possibility in the laser axis before entering the shaped plasmas, is collimated to the cylinder center of the rear surfaces along the target normal (20°, 0°).
Grating plasmas
When a target with a grating surface was used as shown in Fig. 12 , energetic electrons generated from the intense short pulse laser and plasma interactions will give out a special kind of radiations, so-called Smith Purcell Radiations 15) . The spectrum and power of such radiations are related to both the energetic electrons and the grating period. Therefore, these radiations could give us indications on the parameters of the energetic electron beams and their transport processes inside the solid density plasmas. On the other hand, they could work as a hopeful new radiation source with wavelength and intensity tunable flexibly through the gratings and electron beams.
Such radiations were obtained as in Fig. 13 from the experiments. When the observation angle from the grating surface changes from 80.2° to 79.6°, the spectrum shifts about 20 nm. This indicates the relationships between the optical emission and the grating period, and is consistent to the theoretical expectations.
Conclusion
Several different kinds of plasma photonics devices were introduced into the high field physics and we succeeded in controlling the energetic electrons and generating specific new radiations. Presently, the energy concentration by the energetic electron beams was improved more than 3 magnitudes compared to the simple plane target. Hopefully, the plasma photonics devices could be broadly used in the high field physics and the plasmas with very high energy density state might be available very soon through this kind of methods.
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